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New languages added to our roster:
• Pohnpeian
• Kosraean
• Palauan

• Tongan
• Quiche

A translation is no A translation is no 
translation, he said, translation, he said, 

unless it will give unless it will give 
you the music of a you the music of a 
poem along with poem along with 
the words of it. the words of it. 

~ John Millington Synge~ John Millington Synge

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE!
Contact us today to discuss all your translation needs

Tel. USA 800.270.7674 | Outside USA 678.367.3781

Enjoy your summer and fall. 
We will be here throughout the year, 

ready to help you with any of your projects.

Interview with an African Translator

We recently sat down to chat with one of our longtime 
translators about the ins and outs of being a translator. 

Q:  What special skills or training did you need to be a 
translator? 
A: A University Degree in Linguistics and African 
Languages.
Q: What types of text do you most enjoy translating?
A: Social and cultural texts.
Q: What project are you most proud of?
A: Recording voice talents.
Q: What is the best thing about being a freelance 
translator?
A:  Being in control of my time and choosing the 
projects I like working on.
Q: Do you think machine translation will ever replace 
human translation?
A:  No.
Q: What is the biggest challenge you face as a 
translator?
A: Meeting deadlines when outsourcing work to other 
translators.
Q: What is the biggest challenge of translating an 
African language into English? 
A: Lack of terminology especially specialized 
terminology.
Q: Has the COVID-19 pandemic changed how you work 
or the types of text you translate? 
A: I am getting COVID-19 related work and less of my 
usual subjects. Deadlines are also tighter.Gender Neutral Words

The UN recently tweeted a list of commonly used titles The UN recently tweeted a list of commonly used titles 
while suggesting gender-neutral replacements. while suggesting gender-neutral replacements. 

How do these UN suggestions hold up in other How do these UN suggestions hold up in other 
languages, do they get lost in translation? In many languages, do they get lost in translation? In many 
languages, words have genders and a neutral version languages, words have genders and a neutral version 
will not be possible. Often there is a different ending will not be possible. Often there is a different ending 
to identify between a masculine and a feminine word. to identify between a masculine and a feminine word. 
Some words can be changed to make them more Some words can be changed to make them more 
gender neutral, but as soon as you add an adjective to gender neutral, but as soon as you add an adjective to 
it, the gender is revealed.it, the gender is revealed.

UN Suggested TermsUN Suggested Terms
Chairman should now be simply ‘chair’Chairman should now be simply ‘chair’
Mankind = humankindMankind = humankind
Businessman = representative Businessman = representative 
Policeman = police officerPoliceman = police officer
Landlord = ownerLandlord = owner
Boyfriend/girlfriend = partnerBoyfriend/girlfriend = partner
Salesman = salespersonSalesman = salesperson
Manpower = workforceManpower = workforce
Maiden name = family nameMaiden name = family name
Fireman = firefighterFireman = firefighter
Husband/wife = spouseHusband/wife = spouse

What’s new at WTC?
Despite having a rather unorthodox start to the year, we have 
stayed busy. There has been an increase of policy updates 
and Covid-related documents, as well as requests for voice 
over and subtitling services, as more people are turning to 
remote solutions.

Certified Voice Talents
We launched the Certified Voice Talents addition to our 
Voice Center, and we could not be more appreciative of the 
interest everyone has shown! Now, clients may go directly to 
the Certified Voice Talents page (click here) to browse voice 
demos in whatever language they require. We will continue 
to add more demos in more languages regularly. Thank you 
to everyone who enthusiastically offered to participate in this 
venture by providing a demo!

Indigenous Language Page
We are working on creating an Indigenous Language page 
for our website. The page will highlight various indigenous 
languages around the world and link to languages that World 
Translation Center works with. Many of these languages are 
endangered, and we believe it is crucial to spread awareness 
to help preserve them for future generations.

Client App
Our new Client App is now available.  Stay tuned for a special 
email announcement, coming soon! 

Case Study
The Client: A large Chinese bank with a subsidiary in 
California that needed their telephone system localized 
into Vietnamese for automated banking.

The Challenge: The Vietnamese language does not 
follow the same grammatical rules as the English 
language. The challenge was to translate each 
sentence’s fragments in such a way that when the 
computer combines these fragments the sentences are 
then grammatically correct.

The Solution: Engineering notes were sent along with 
the translation showing differences between the two 
languages by giving examples in Vietnamese with their 
respective back translations.

The Outcome:The Outcome:  This testimonial from the client: 
“The engineering notes were so detailed that our 
programmers had no problem re-programming the 
system for the Vietnamese language. We highly 
recommend World Translation Center to anybody who 
needs any localization.”

The first half of 2020 has been uniquely challenging for all of us. The first half of 2020 has been uniquely challenging for all of us. 
The Covid-19 pandemic has brought about unprecedented changes The Covid-19 pandemic has brought about unprecedented changes 
in the world, including the move for increased remote work. Rather in the world, including the move for increased remote work. Rather 
than fighting traffic during a daily commute to the office, many of than fighting traffic during a daily commute to the office, many of 
us find ourselves adjusting to new remote work roles. There may be us find ourselves adjusting to new remote work roles. There may be 
fewer water cooler talks and more video conferences fewer water cooler talks and more video conferences 
(in our pajamas), but the show must go on! (in our pajamas), but the show must go on! 

In our industry, with social distancing rules in place, video In our industry, with social distancing rules in place, video 
interpretation has largely replaced in-person interpretation. interpretation has largely replaced in-person interpretation. 
For sign language interpreters, new regulations prove to be For sign language interpreters, new regulations prove to be 
even trickier. For many who are hearing impaired, facial expressions even trickier. For many who are hearing impaired, facial expressions 
are a critical part of understanding the communication process. This are a critical part of understanding the communication process. This 
becomes a challenge when the interpreter is required to wear a face becomes a challenge when the interpreter is required to wear a face 
mask. Many interpreters have taken to creating their own DIY face mask. Many interpreters have taken to creating their own DIY face 
masks that are outfitted with clear plastic so that individuals who masks that are outfitted with clear plastic so that individuals who 
are hearing impaired can still read their lips and facial expressions.are hearing impaired can still read their lips and facial expressions.
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